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Ingest
DAM systems ingest individual or mass

sets of digital assets. The assets can

then be manipulated by individual or

mass actions, along with their

metadata. To increase a digital assets'

lifecycle, it is important to initially

embed the metadata.

Secure
DAM systems secure the inputted digital

assets along with everything else that

comes with it, ie. metadata. This entails

also defining access controls and roles

for users. Tightly regulating the system

will avoid issues later down the line.

Digital assets are stored as both

binaries and metadata in the DAM

system. Multiple file types are accepted

and the metadata is always

customizable. Also, the metadata fields

within that metadata is customizable.

To successfully strategize for best

practice, knowing what type of media

assets are being used most and what

for crucial.

Transform
Thumbnails and proxy files are products

of the DAM system

rendering/transforming digital assets

from ingestion. All products

transformed are parts of the original

file. With these types of tools of a

system, it is important to keep track of

versioning files, making sure there is

only one version of the truth. More

advanced systems can edit digital

assets in mass. 
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GCMEnrich
Enriching digital assets entails the

extension of metadata and metrics in 

 respect of the use and reuse of them

during the lifecycle. DAM systems can

gather global data from digital asset

user interactions, like traffic and

downloads, to create insightful graphs,

reports and tables to show how content

is utilized. 

Relate
The versions/variants of an original

digital asset is tracked and related to

the original in order to control and 

Process
Workflow tools allow the DAM system to

control a structured process in the

creation, management and review of

digital assets. Workflows can be created

for specific needs and roles of users to

automate tasks. The system uses these

processes to centralize the organization

and collaborate together more easily.  

DAM systems have many more

features that play a crucial role

in the managing of a business'

digital assets. For more

information visit

https://www.iqequity.co.uk/pr

oducts/10-core-dam-

characteristics/

organize content. These control tools 
are a staple in the lifecycle of an 

asset. Without the DAM system 
creating these relationships,
effective collaboration will be 

difficult to achieve among  team

users.

All information is sourced from 10

core DAM characteristics, 2019. 
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